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Open House hailed
success, despite
reduced turnout

www.bgviews.com

SAY YES

dress
J TO THE

By Sun Shapiro
Senior Reporter

its made this early is a record,
Swegan said, as the number has
traditionally ranged from 400 to
Winter weather and early decisions 600 deposits in the past, with the
left the University less populated exception of 2010.
than usual on Presidents Day.
The number of visitors has hisRoughly 400 less potential torically grown since the creation
students than expected visited of the Open House 16 years ago,
Monday for the Presidents Day and the University has always
Open House,
been open for classes and busiHigh school students numbered ness on Presidents Day, said
1,400, while the University was Senior Director for Marketing and
expecting closer to 1,800 students, Communications Dave Kielmeyer.
said David Swegan, assistant vice
With a large turnout expected,
president of admissions.
University Parking and Traffic
"It's probably due to the weath- changed parking arrangements
er and the fact we have such a this past week, closing part of Lot
large number of incoming fresh- 12 to on-campus students for the
man already putting down housing expected visitors. However, the
deposits, since those students don't smaller turnout proved to fit the
really need to visit for Presidents plan "just enough" and worked
Day," Swegan said.
well "even with the weather," said
Weather proved to be a deterrent Aaron Kane, the parking and shutto potential visitors, as tempera- tle manager.
tures hovered in the low 20s and
The plan cleared 1,100 parking
a combination of rain and snow spots and displaced students who
Sunday evening led to poor road moved their cars to the temporary
conditions in the city.
lot at 501 E. Poe Road, who have
However, the turnout was still until 7 a.m. Wednesday to return
considered a success by Swegan them to Lot 12.
and the Admissions Office, even
Editor's note: Reporter Max Filby
though the event traditionally contributed to this report.
draws upwards of 2,000 potential
incoming freshmen and last year's
turnout was 1,958.
PRESIDENTS DAY:
"Considering the weather — how
BY THE NUMBERS
bad it was at the start of the day and
■
2010 attendance: 1.958
then again at the end of the day—it
■ 2011 attendance: 1.400
was a nice turnout," Swegan said.
■ Anticipated 2011 attendance:
"Especially with the number of stu1.800
dents who didn't have to visit for
■ Housing deposits made as
Presidents Day, due to early housof Presidents Day. prior to
ing deposits."
2010:400-600
This time last year, 1,186 incom■ Housing deposits made
ing freshman had already paid the
as of Presidents Day 2010:
$200 housing deposit. As of Monday
1.186
■ Housing deposits made as
morning, 1,815 incoming freshman
of Presidents Day 2011:1.815
have paid the deposit — a 53 percent increase from last year.
The 1,815 housing depos-

Graduate to wear same dress for six months to raise sex trafficking awareness
By Alexandria Clark
Reporter

While many people don't realize sex
trafficking is a problem in the United
States, Amy Seiffert is striving to
bring awareness through fashion.
The average age of a sex trafficking victim in Toledo is 13-years-old.
Toledo ranks fourth in the nation for
sex trafficking.
Seiffert, a University graduate and
co-director of CRU, is wearing the
same gray T-shirt dress from Nov. 15
until May 15.
"I will be wearing this dress for six
months; it's a Forever 21 dress that I
got from a clothes swapping event at
CRU," Seiffert said. "1 liked the dress

because it's a versatile, plain gray,
cotton, V-neck, T-shirt dress and 1
can add all kinds of accessories to it."
Seiffert got the idea of wearing
the same dress from the Uniform
Project. A woman in New York City
wore a black dress for a year to
raise money for children's education in India.
All the money Seiffert would have
spent on clothes will be donated to
the Daughter Project.
The Daughter Project is a nonprofit organization established in 2009,
that helps rescue girls from sex trafDRESS
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PHOTOS TAKEN FROM WWW AMYSEIf FERTC0M

MIX AND MATCH: University graduate Amy Seiffert
poses in the gray dress she plans to wear for six months foi
the Daughter Project Seiffert uses accessories and other
articles of clothing to change up her look
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Faculty association to
vote on constitution

Counseling Center
copes with funding loss

Basch to give student
address Thursday

The Faculty Associations
Constitution Committee revised its
constitution and will propose it to FA
members for a vote Wednesday

The University Counseling Center has
lost a total of $127,619.54 since 2008.

Kevin Basch, president of the
Undergraduate Student Government,
will give his State of the Student Body
address Thursday at 4:45 p.m. in room
315 of the Union.

The closed meeting will be in Olscamp
117 at 7:30 p.m.
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FROZEN: Princess Benedicto and Christie Caywood brave the blizzard while explonng the University's
campus Monday afternoon Benedicto will be transferring to the University from Lorain Community

"Our previous constitution was sufficient
for an advocacy chapter of the [American
Association of University Professors], but
not for a collective bargaining chapter,"
said FA President David Jackson in a
January newsletter "Winning the election
for collective bargaining necessitated
significant changes in the constitution,
including creating lair and democratic
processes for naming a Bargaining Council
and Negotiating Team."

"We're funded kind of like an academic
department," Gilmer said.

Any faculty member who joined the
FA by Feb. 11 is eligible to vote on the
constitution's ratification.

Gilmer and the counseling center are
also considering charging students who
use the center a one time fee. Students at
other colleges such as Ohio University pay
a flat fee to use medical facilities.

If the constitution is ratified, the FA and
University Administration will move one
step closer to future union negotiations.

College

CAMPUS

The counseling center is partly funded
through general fee dollars and donations,
said Garret! Gilmer. associate director of
the counseling center.

FORUM

To make up lor the loss in funding,
Gilmer and workers at the counseling
center are considering multiple solutions
while looking at other universities' counseling centers.
One solution Gilmer is considering is
spacing out weekly sessions with each
student to biweekly sessions.

Despite OU's fee. 60 percent of students still use OU's medical facilities and
counseling center. Gilmer said.

SPORTS

Falcons screech complaints

Falcons fly to face Akron Zips

Visitors flocked to the University for the

Read rants from students about weather,

The BG women's basketball team looks to gain 17

Presidents Day Open House to meet

rudeness and people who complain about

straight wins when it travels to take on Akron at

with student organizations and see the

their weight without attempting to eat

Rhodes Arena at 7 p.m. The Falcons defeated the

campus. See photos |

healthy in Falcon Screech | Pag« 4

Zips earlier this season 90-72 | Patjt 6

Students welcome visitors
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Basch plans to talk about ongoing
University issues such as campus construction, student recruitment and retamment.
picking a new University president, and
restructuring the undergraduate program
known as Connecting Undergraduate
Education or Strategy One.
"BGSU is in a period of change
and growth right now," Basch said
"Students are going to have to learn to
adapt to that.
Before Basch's address, students are
invited to meet candidates lor next years
USG offices at 4 p.m.
USG will host the informal introductions
to draw a larger crowd for the State of the
Student Body Address. Basch said.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you wear tor six months straight?

at

MERISSAACERBI
Freshman. Psychology
"An Invisibility Cloak, because I could
go behind people and speak 'Harry
Potter'talk." |

PKJ«
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VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: FOR A VIDEO FROM A SNOW-FILLED, LESS POPULATED PRESIDENTS DAY OPEN HOUSE
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Investigators search landfill for
clues about missing Ohio couple
through about a quarter of
the 1-acre section they're
targeting, Rumpke spokesman lonathan Kissell said.
It's been especially challenging because the trash
has been compacted and is
up to 15 feet deep.
Kissell said there's been
no sign of anything connected to 84-year-old
Richard Russell, his 85-yearold wife, Gladis, or to Sam
Littleton, who's suspected
in the murder of another
woman and is wanted for
questioning in the Russells'
disappearance.
Bellefontaine police have
said they're not certain the
landfill contains anything
linked lo the case.

CINCINNATI
(AP)
—
Investigators looking for
clues to the disappearance
of an elderly Ohio couple
suspended a search of
a Cincinnati-area landfill on Monday because
of impending thunderstorms in the region and
plan to continue their
work Tuesday.
The couple's car was last
seen Wednesday parked
near an Interstate 75 rest
area, about 100 miles southwest of their Bellefontaine
home. Trash from the rest
area was dumped at the
Kumpke landfill.
Crews searched for five
hours Monday amid constant rain and made it

The Russells and Littleton
have been missing since
Wednesday, the day a
woman was found dead in
a home the Russells sold to
Littleton in 2009.
Littleton, 37, was charged
in absentia in the death of
26-year-old Tiffany Brown,
his girlfriend's daughter.
He also was charged with
felonious assault, abuse of
corpse and tampering with
evidence in Brown's death.
Authorities have said Brown
was stabbed.
Police found his truck
a short distance from the
Russells' home. Littleton
has relatives in West
Virginia and Tennessee
and may have headed

to go all the way to India by Paypal. The donations
to help this major problem are going towards the girls'
because it was right in my home, in which we are trybackyard," Wilbarger said. ing to raise at least $80,000
"Even though I didn't fin- to break ground."
Others who have heard
ish the book, I started the
Daughter Project, an organi- about the Seiffert dress projzation to give rescued girls ect are trying to become
from sex trafficking a home." more aware of the issues in
There are five homes in their community.
Senior Candace Daniels
the country for rescued girls
and Toledo's will be the sixth, said she wants to volunteer
Wilbarger said.
for the Daughter Project to
"Hopefully we will be help the rescued girls.
breaking ground this spring
"I have a daughter and I
for the home, and it will be want the best for her; I
ran as a small family with couldn't imagine my daughhouse moms there to help ter being trapped in a life of
the girls, rather than [as] an sex trafficking with no outlet
institution," he said.
to turn to," Daniels said. "As
Seiffert hopes wearing the women, we need to support
dress will spark conversa- each other and help each
tions about sex trafficking other out in anyway we can."
and people will become
Sex trafficking is an
more aware and help out the important issue for both
Daughter Project through Wilbarger and Seiffert; both
donations and volunteerism. have taken initiative to bring
Wilbarger said Seiffert's awareness to the issue and
dress has already made a to help the victims.
difference for the orgaSeiffert, who is the mother
nization.
of a t hreeyear-oldboy, comes
"A guy from California said in contact with women who
he just had to make a dona- are sexually abused everytion after reading Ian] article day on campus.
about the dress," Wilbarger
"I've seen the devastation
said. "So he made a dona- in their soul; I want to raise
tion through our website, my family, my son, with

DRESS
From Paqe 1

ficking in the Toledo area.
"About a year ago. my
friend, who is on one of the
committees for the Daughter
Project, told me about sex
trafficking in Toledo — I was
so overwhelmed," she said.
"So I wanted to challenge
myself to simplify my life,
become more aware on
how much money I spend
on clothes, bring awareness to the community and
help these girls."
So far. the Daughter
Project has raised $40,000
to build a home for six rescued girls.
Toledo, dtispiteitsrelalively
small population compared
to other major U.S. cities, is
a source city for sex trafficking; girls are trafficked
from overseas to Canada, to
Detroit and sent to Toledo to
be dispersed throughout the
country, said Jeff Wilbarger,
director and founder of the
Daughter Project.
"Two and a half years ago
I started reading a book on
sex trafficking and as 1 read
I realized that 1 didn't have

and East Wooster streets.

BLOTTER

3:02 A.M.
Jacob M Friesner, 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage
under the influence within the
200 block of S Enterprise St

THUR., FEB. 18
11:23 P.M.
Christopher Otte, o( Powell.
Ohio, and John Kramer, of
Valencia. Pa,, were cited for
possession of marijuana at
Offenhauer

Corey Calvin. 20, of Perrysburg.
and Christopher D. Phillip. 20, of
Bowling Green, were cited for
underage under the influence
and providing a place for underage consumption within the 200
block of S. Enterprise St.

SAT., FEB. 19
3:10 A.M.
Ryan Schade. of Brooklyn. Ohio,
was cited for possession of
marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia at Alumni Hall.

was cited for disorderly conduct/
unable to care for self near the
corner of 2nd Street and Manville
Avenue.

her purse at Cla-Zel.

SUN, FEB. 20
120 A.M.
Talal M. Abdulhad.. 32. of
Maumee, was cited for open
container within the 100 block of
N. Main St.

3:49 A.M.
Kendall Meisler and Kyle Wolf,
both of Port Clinton. Ohio.
were cited for underage under
the influence near the corner of
Ridge and North College streets.

2:36 P.M.
Drew M Rowe, 18. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal
damaging of an ice sculpture
near the corner of North Main

3:56 AM.
Brett J. Bird. 23. of Columbus.

ONLINE: Go lo bqviews.com for the

*

complete blotter lisi.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.
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By Mik. Baker and Mitch
WaiM
The Associated Press

HICKORY, N.C. — The stepmother of a 10-year-old
disabled girl was indicted
Monday on a charge she
murdered the child, and
officials released the latest
gruesome detail in the case
of little, freckle-faced Zahra
Baker: I ler head is missing.
Medical examiners said
Zahra's death was caused by
"undetermined homicidal
violence." An autopsy was
done even though authorities haven't recovered many
bones, most notably the
girl's skull, months after
she was reported missing.
Several bones showed cutting tool marks consistent
with dismemberment.
The revelation came in
documents released by the
state's chief medical examiner shortly after officials
in western North Carolina
held a news conference
about the second-degree
murder charge.
Authorities said Elisa
Baker, who has been jailed
since the weekend the girl
was reported missing, desecrated Zahra's remains to
cover up the slaying.
Prosecutor lames Claither
Jr. said at the news conference that there was no
credible evidence to suggest
anyone else was involved
in Zahra's slaying. Hickory
Police Chief Tom Adkins
called the murder charge "a
milestone of holding someone accountable that members of team Zahra have
been working toward since
the first words spoken on
that 911 call."
Attorneys for Elisa Baker
did not return calls seeking
comment Monday.
Investigators would continue to pursue leads until
the trial begins, Adkins said.
Zahra, who used a prosthetic leg and hearing aids
after being stricken with
cancer, disappeared four

months ago. Police eventually found the girl's remains
in different locations around
western North Carolina, and
Elisa Baker told authorities
she had been dismembered,
according to warrants.
But until Monday, nobody
had been charged in Zahra's
death. Elisa Baker was
charged with obstructing
justice in the investigation
by writing a fake ransom
note that was found when
the girl was reporting missing in October.
Authorities still have not
said how the girl died. The
lack of a head may help
explain why it took months
for a charge in her death.
The indictment cites
aggravating factors, saying
Elisa Baker had a history of
physically, verbally and psychologically abusing Zahra.
Asearchwarrantunsealed
last month said Elisa Baker
led police to the places
where they found Zahra's
remains. She claimed her
husband, Adam Baker, dismembered the body. Adam
Baker has denied that.
The warrant also said
cell phone records indicate Adam Baker was not
in the locations where
Zahra's remains were
found on the day Elisa
Baker indicated, but that
cell phone records showed
she was in those places.
The 42-year-old woman
led a nomadic life, with
dozens
of
different
addresses over a sevenyear period. She was also
married seven times and
was wed to more than one
man on several occasions.
She met Adam Baker,
seven years her junior, on a
website where users create
three-dimensional characters to represent themselves.
Adam Baker is free on
bond, facing numerous
charges not related to his
daughter. He moved to
North Carolina with Zahra
from Australia after meeting
Elisa online.

1 dead in California church bus crash
By Thomas Watkinf
The Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. — A bus
carrying members of a
Korean church home from a
weekend relreal in Soul hern
California slid off a mountain highway after colliding
with another vehicle, killing
one person, officials said.
The victim was one of
22 people on the bus late
Monday morning when
it collided with a Nissan
Murano traveling in the
opposite direction and slid
50 feet down a mountainside after hitting a power
pole about 70 miles east
of Los Angeles, California
Highway Patrol Officer
Mario Lopez said.
Investigators were mea-

suring skid marks to deter- the two people in the other
mine how fast the vehicles vehicle were hospitalized.
were travelingand if cither Ten were seriously injured
one had crossed over the and 13 had minor to moderroad's center dividing line. ate injuries, Lopez said.
Lopez said alcohol did not
Throughout the afterappear to be a factor in noon, a trickle of church
the crash.
members arrived at the
Daniel Lee, a deacon at cream-brick church in
the Pasadena-based Light Pasadena, anxious to learn
of Love Mission Church, more about the crash.
said the bus was returning
Church member William
from a weekend Bible study Sa said he had been nerretreat at the Pinecrest vous for kids on the trip,
Christian
Conference given the stormy weather
Center near the accident that dumped rain and snow
site. Most participants over much of Southern
were middle-school or high- California in recent days.
school aged, he said.
"I just had a bad feeling
Lopez would not say that the weather was so
whether the person who severe," Sa said.
died was a church particiThe CHP said the road
pant or the bus driver. The where the bus slid was wet,
other bus occupants and but not icy.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
FOR FALL 2011
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the awareness about what
is going on around them,"
she said. "Some people run
5k races, but I'm wearing
this dress."
Seiffert will wear the dress
for three more months, but
to combine awareness with
style she takes what is in
her closet or borrows others
accessories to add some flavor to the plain, gray dress.
"I'm not going to lie, sometimes I love the dress, sometimes I get tired of wearing
the dress; the dress is showing signs of wear and tear
like holes around the neckline," she said. "But hopefully the dress holds up, since I
am pregnant, so I'm growing
with the dress."
Seiffert has also inspired
others to take on her project for sex trafficking
awareness.
Last semester, some of the
women in CRU decided to
wear a dress for one month to
support Seiffert and donated
the money they would have
used for new clothes to the
Daughter Project.
To follow Seiffert during
the rest of her experiment,
visit her blog at www.amyseiffert.com.

Stepmother indicted in
death of disabled NC girl

Bus slides 50 feet down mountainside, victim unknown
Vanessa R Elmore. 20. of
Bowling Green, and Katherine
Jane Miller, 20, of Sandusky,
Ohio, were cited for disorderly
conduct/fighting within the 300
block of E Wooster St.
6:04 P.M.
Complainant reported a cell
phone, wallet and $15 stolen from

Erik Matthew Moore. 21. of
Bowling Green, and Tyler J.
Humbert. 20, of Bowling Green,
were cited for providing a place
for underage consumption within
200 block of S. Enterprise St.

to one of those states,
authorities have said.
Littleton's ex-wife, Tammy
Queen, told Dayton's WHIOTV that she knew Littleton
as a charmer who liked
knives and once tried to
stab her while he was
drunk. She didn't tell police
about it because she feared
for her life, she said.
Queen was married to
Littleton for five years during the 1990s but said she
hasn't seen him recently.
She told the station the
ongoing investigation has
left her and the rest of the
residents in Bellefontaine
with an uneasy feeling as
the search for the Russells
and Littleton continues.
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COLUMBIA
COURT?
903-935 ThursUn

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
> Starting at
+ utilities
■ On-site laundry
' Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
• Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

HEINZ APTS
451 ft 424 Frazae
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
■Starting at f^^
+ utilities
TL-^
' On-site laundry
i Air Conditioning

■ Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE
506 & 514 N. Enterprise

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
■ Starting at

+ utilities

■22?'mc""h;

• On-site laundry
•Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm

445 C Wooster St
Bowling Green OH 43402

419-352-0717

www greenbuai rentals com

CAMPUS
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future

falcons
Taking advantage of Presidents Day off from school,
prospective University students tour facilities, take in
campus experience during Monday's Open House
Photos By Tyler Stabile | THE BG NEWS
TOP: Andrea Domachowski. assistant director of the Career Center,
speaks with high school students Karly Gade and Sidney Jasper. Gade and
Jasper are interested in majoring in social work and nursing, respectively.
CENTER: Sophomore tour guide Mick Earley leads prospective students
past Hayes Hall amidst the onslaught of Monday's blizzard.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior Chrissy Daniel, a tour guide student manager,
answers families' questions as they wait to tour the University.
BOTTOM LEFT: Shari Saunders and her mother Lori listen to freshman Danielle Ware, a representative from the Partners in Context and
Community. PCC is an organization which strives for academic excellence
and improving teacher quality.

out assault on public employees"

STATE
BRIEFS

The proposal would abolish
collective bargaining rights for
state workers and restrict teachers, firefighters, police, university
employees and local workers in their
bargaining abilities.

Hundreds protest
Ohio collective
bargaining bill
DAYTON (AP)- The debate
over a Republican-backed Ohio bill
that would strip public employees of
collective bargaining rights is reaching
outside the state capital, with hundreds or people rallying against the
measure in Dayton.
The crowds outside the Dayton
Convention Center on Monday carried posters to share their message
and umbrellas to shield themselves

Supporters say the measure
could help control spending and
provide more flexibility for cashstrapped governments

Crews work to
restore power after
storms in Ohio
CLEVELAND (AP)-A utility
spokesman said wintry storms have
been hampering efforts to restore
power to thousands of electricity
customers in northern Ohio.

from the rain
WHIO-TV reported one protester,
James Fant. calls Senate Bill 5 "a full-

A mii ol rain, sleet and snow

525/507 E. Merry

1

520 E. Reed

1

801/803 Fifth St.

blew across the region and glazed
roads and power lines with ice early
Monday, leaving more than 80.000
people in the dark.
First Energy spokesman Mark
Durbin says about 28.000 customers in the Toledo area and 24.000 in
the Cleveland area were still without
power Monday evening.
Durbin says crews are working to
fix power lines but some customers
may not have their power restored
until Wednesday

Ohio gets new
prescription drug
abuse task force
PORTSMOUTH. Ohw (AP)
- Ohio Gov. John Kasich says former
attorney general Betty Montgomery
will advise a new. mufti-agency task

force tackling the issue of prescription
drug abuse.

Up for Re-Rent!

Drug overdoses have topped
car crashes as the leading cause of
accidental death in Ohio since 2007
The most recent data from the state
shows more than 1,300 people in
Ohio died from accidental drug overdoses in 2009.
Kasich announced the task force
Monday in southern Ohio's Scioto
County, one of the most affected
counties Kasich's office says 97 million doses of prescnption painkillers
were given out in the county last year.
That's the equivalent of 123 doses for
each resident.

Am
anagement

y rtdrm. 2 hath
Across from
South Hall. Full
lascntcnt & attic

Kasich also announced $100,000
in state money for a new treatment area at the pmate. nonprofit
Counseling Center in Portsmouth, the

( all to make an appointment today!
419-3.S2-4.i80

county seat.

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

1
'

• Two bedrooms
• Close to campus

iflfc
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"Considering the weather - how bad it was at the start of the day and then again
at the end of the day - it was a nice turnout"
- Gary Swegan, assistant vice president of admissions, on visitors to the University for
Presidents Day [see story, pg. 1],

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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What would you wear for six months straight?

"The bunny

"Shorts, T-shirt and

"Basketball shorts, a

"Sweatpants

costume from the

flip flops, because

T-shirt and Chuck

because it's com-

Chnstmas Story"

that's what I wish I

Taylors because it's

fortable, and it's all

Have your own take on

could wear now."

comfortable."

I wear"

todays People On The

ASHLEY NEHES,
Sophomore,
Psychology

THOMAS RADACHI,
Sophomore.
Telecommunications

SHAIMRUHL.

k

VISIT US AT
BGV1EWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion (or
BOBBY ALBINO.
Sophomore.
Sports Management

a qitestion? Give us your

Freshman.

feedback at bgviews.com

Psychology

ram increases awareness of
for energy conservation
By Jol.m CoUy. Tho Dally
Targum
(Rutg.ri Univanity)
College News Network

44 MAN,
BEHEADS M

MASCOT
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
I know last week's weather was beautiful and warm, at
least compared to the single-ciigit temps the week before
But come on people; it wasn't summer. It was MAYBE 50
• Hey. look outside. It's Snowpocalypse No. 2. And
remember what month it is? February II you were wearing
short and Hip Hops last week, please get checked out at the
closest mental institution. If you were shocked by the snow
and low temperatures today, move out of Bowling Green.
Get used to the long winters and sucky conditions. And
don't be surprised if we get snow in April.
- FRIGID BIOTCH
I don't understand rude people. Why. you ask? Mostly
because I don't appreciate having a door slammed in my
face. Literally I mean, come on. If someone is walking
behind you while walking out of a building, have the common courtesy to hold the door for them until they catch up
to get it themselves. Personally. I would lathei not have a
door slammed in my face because someone could not wait
10 seconds for me to get there. I urge you all to use common courtesy and hold the door
- FLAT FACED GIRL
Let's talk about things I don't appreciate. I don't appreciate
when people in the Union talk about how big they're get-

They have thus far educated hundreds of K-12 students in the New Brunswick
community about the enerthe largest contributors to the possible gy issues facing the world
It is absolutely impossible to
today and informed them of
end of the world."
deny that our planet's ecowhat they can do as indisystemsarebeingthreatened the United States and China, son to the United States, with viduals and with their famiby the global harvesting of which have enough capital to a meager 529 kg.
lies to help save the planet.
natural resources. There begin switching to an alterThe problem lies with the Reaching out to the younger
have been movies made and native and renewable energy fact that our nation, the generations is one of— if not
countlessstatisticspublished solution, have been taking biggest user of energy in the best — ways of spreadin support of the existence of initiative to find ways to con- the world, gets most of its ing awareness and bringthis energy crisis.
vert our main energy sourc- energy and resources from ing about a change that will
The natural world as we es to renewable ones. The non-renewable
energy persevere after older generaknow it is governed by the main sources that cannot sources which are becom- tions move on.
transformation of energy. be depleted in the foresee- ing scarcer and creating
ESC also has a program to
We use energy to heat and able future are geothermal quantifiable harmful side help save people of the New
cool our homes, to run our energy, solar energy, wave effects on the planet.
Brunswick community up to
vehicles, to light our build- energy and wind energy.
The nation's economy is 30 percent on their energy
ings and to run factories that The problem is we are still reliant upon fossil fuels and bills through free weathercreate products we have the dependent on nonrenewable coal because their use have izations. Weatherizations
luxury of purchasing. The energy sources.
been historically ingrained include tactics like sealing
root of this energy crisis is
This is a global problem. in our society and in the up cracks in windows and
the usage of natural resourc- The United States attempts inventions of today. To rein- helping households be more
es such as coal, petroleum, to be the biggest and best vent and renovate existing energy efficient through
oil and timber to meet our nation in the world, which inventions to be more energy actions as simple as changing
energy demands faster than also makes us the largest efficient has been put on incandescent light bulbs to
these resources can be contributors to the possible the nation's moral agenda, compact fluorescent lamps.
replaced by nature.
end of the world.
but the way to spark a big- NJPIRG is made of volunteers
Also, humans' use of such
That may sound pretty ger initiative is to get the and interns who believe proresources increases the drastic. But given the fact nation's people involved. moting energy efficiency
greenhouse effect on the that, according to the World More people need to voice is worth the stigma they
liarth, heating the atmo- Bank's World Development their opinions about being received from the University
sphere and disrupting eco- Indicators in 2007, the United more energy efficient to community because of the
systems that have been States used seven times more influence lawmakers and fall referendum.
around for years before energy — measured in oil our federal government.
This is our one and only
our existence. Obviously, if equivalent per capita — in
What the New Jersey Public planet and we share it with
this situation continues on 2007 (7,759kg) than China Interest Research Group's many more species. We are
a steady pace — even with- (1,484kg), the most popu- (NJPIRG) Energy Service not separate from our enviout an increase in resource lated nation in the world, Corps (ESC) is trying to ronment. Instead, we are a
use because of the demand it becomes a little less accomplish can help do just part of it as much as other
of an ever-increasing world hard to believe.
that. By spreading aware- organisms, so it is up to
population — the liarth's
Even India, the second ness to students and the sur- all of us to use energy and
resources will be on track to most populated location in rounding New Brunswick resources in moderation and
an inevitable total depletion. the world, has energy use community, they are helping to share the planet the way
Many countries, such as data that pales in compari- to create that spark.
nature intended.

"The United States attempts to be the
biggest and best [...] which also makes us

ting, or how they wish they could lose weight, and then they
go and get some of the least healthy foods in the Falcon's
Nest. Are you kidding me? You are never going to lose
weight when you ate filling your body with processed sugars and carbohydrates. If you weren't already aware, losing
weight is mostly what you put in your body, exercise serves
as a catalyst. If you want to lose weight, stop complaining
and do something about it.

YOU SAID IT

CALLING ALL

The word on the social networking street
It's Presidents Day. How do you feel about the
University having classes today? And how about all
those visitors?

- GET A CLUE

CARTOONISTS
COLUMNISTS

Oh, weather, you aie a tricky gal. One day you are lovely,
beautiful and many other nice adjectives, and then the next

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

Your tears crash to the ground as piercing ice. Your wind

■ Kaitlin Hipp:

attempts to caress me. but I want nothing to do with you!

"It sucks!! And thank
goodness no one
has asked me where
the Union is. Bowling
Green feels like one
giant fishbowl and all
the visitors are saying,
'Ooh, look at the students!' Kinda sucks for
us University fish."
■ McKenna Leckrone:
It's awesome."

■ SOfficiaUern
(Jonathan Keilholz):
"I shouldn't complain,

day. like an insane girlfriend, you turn on me and freak out.

Your snow tries to kiss my skin and I brush it off of me. I've
had enough of your deceitful ways. Come back when you're
ready to warm up to me.
- COLD-HEARTED

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at ttienews®t>gnews.com.

Need a place to voice your opinions?
The Forum section is looking for more
people like you to write columns and
illustrate for us.

when I was a visitor
just a year ago, but
dang, these people
are STRANGE. They
stare like we are zoo
animals!"

Contact us at thebgnews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-J72-6966.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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Protests at a glance
A summary of Monday's developments in the Arab world, as instability and anti-government
protests inspired by uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia spread in the region.
LIBYA:

TUNISIA:

BAHRAIN:

MOROCCO:

YEMEN:

Libyan government officials at home
and abroad resign, as air force pilots
defect and Moammar Gadhafi's grip on
the country loosens Monday

The country has named its third interim foreign minister in a month following
the ouster of longtime President Zine
El Abidine Ben Ali Mouldi Kefi. a career
diplomat, has taken the post, according
to Tunisia's official news agency. TAP

A prominent opposition figure accused
by Bahrain of plotting against the state
plans to return from London, and the
move could bolster protesters and force
authorities into difficult choices

Five charred bodies are found in a
bank set aflame by troublemakers on
the sidelines of one of many nationwide protests pushing for more democracy in the kingdom.

Yemen's embattled leader rejects
demands that he step down, calling
demonstrations against his regime unacceptable acts of provocation and offers to
begin a dialogue with protesters

Hassan Meshaima head of a group
known as Haq. is set to arrive late Tuesday
as the embattled monarchy tries to
engage demonstrators in talks aimed at
easing the week-long series of clashes
and marches that have deeply divided the
strategic Gulf nation.

Morocco's interior minister. Taeib
Cherqaoui. says at least 128 people were
injured - mostly security forces - in
unrest linked to protests a day earlier that
drew a( least 37.000 demonstrators in
dozens of towns and cities.

But protests seeking President Ali
Abdullah Saleh's ouster do not let up,
as tens of thousands rally in four cities,
including the capital of Sanaa.

Protesters seeking his resignation
call lor another night of defiance
against the Arab world s longest-serving
leader despite a crackdown The capital
of Tripoli was largely shut down with
schools, government offices and most
stores closed
By Monday, protesters had claimed
control of the city of Benghazi, overrunning its main security headquarters.
Gadhafi's security forces have
unleashed the bloodiest crackdown of
any Arab country against the regions
wave of protests. At least 233 people
have been killed so far. according to
Human Rights Watch

Tunisia's government has asked Saudi
Arabia whether its exiled former president is dead, and demanded his extradition if he is still alive, as thousands of
people protested in the capital demanding that the caretaker government resigns.
The 74-year-old Ben Ali fled to
Saudi Arabia on Jan 14. following 23
years of rule.

In the early hours Monday. Gadhafi's
son. Seif al-lslam. went on state TV
with a sometimes confused speech of
nearly 40 minutes, vowing to fight and
warning that if protests continue, a
civil war will erupt In which Libya's oil
wealth "will be burned."
These are the first major protests
to hit an OPEC country - and major
supplier to Europe - and they have
sent oil prices jumping. The industry is
now eyeing reserves touched only after
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and the first
Gulf War in 1991

Meshaima. considered by Bahrain's
officials as a potential enemy of the state,
along with another London-based opposition leader are being tried in absentia
among a total of 25 Shiite activists
accused of plotting to overthrow Bahrain's
Sunni rulers.

The demonstrations marked Morocco's
entree into the Arab world s wave of
protests. Their main target was the parliament, though they will likely put pressure
on King Mohammed VI. who is seen as a
reformer, but still holds absolute authority

The opposition rebuffs Saleh's offer
of dialogue and an influential group of
Muslim clerics calls for a national unity
government that would lead the country,
the poorest Arab nation, to elections.
Saleh has been in power for 32 years and
is a key U.S. ally
Saleh's promises not to run for re-election in 2013 or to sec up his son as an heir
have failed to quell the anger.

It's possible that Meshaima - even
if taken into custody - could rally more
hard-line elements among the protesters
as they struggle to find a common voice.

At least 11 people have been killed
since anti-government protests erupted
earlier this month, including a youth
shot dead Monday

Tensions are still high after not police
open fire on protesters trying to reclaim
landmark Pearl Square last week. At least
eight people have been killed and hundreds injured in the clashes-

In an attempt to defuse anger over the
violence. Saleh said that he has ordered
troops not to fire at anti-government
protesters, except in self defense.

Bahrain holds particular importance to
Washington as the host of the U.S. Navy s
5th Fleet, which is the main U.S. military
counterweight to Iranian efforts to
expand its military influence into the Gulf.

Warlord footprints in
new police force

6 killed as army opens fire
on citizens in Ivory Coast
At least 15 wounded by presidential guard members, elite troops

US hopes project
project'will cause uprisinqs aqainst Taliban reqime
By H.'idi Vogt

But the AIJ* initiative has
The Associated Press
stirred worriesitwilllegitimize
existing private militias, or
KABUL. Afghanistan — The create new ones. Warlord-led
village-level fighting forces militias ravaged Afghanistan
the U.S. is fostering in hopes in the 1990s, opening the way
of countering the Taliban for the Taliban takeover.
insurgency — the concept
President I lamid Karzai
that turned the tide of the only agreed to support the
Iraq war—are havinga rocky program after thwarting sevstart, with complaints that eral earlier U.S.-backcd plans
recruits are not consistently that he said threatened his
vetted for ties to criminals government's authority. The
and warlords.
ALP is supposed to be more
The Associated Press talked accountable, and NATO offito elders, police officials and cials said Karzai is considercommunity leaders from 12 ing more than doubling the
of the first 25 districts in the recruitment target to 20,400
Afghan Local Police program to accommodate all the disand found reactions ranging tricts approved for the force.
from glowing praise to con- About 2,000 Afghans are
demnation and fear, suggest- already enrolled.
ing that promised safeguards
But there is harsh criticism from some of the vanaren't always applied.
The U.S. hopes the nascent guard districts.
project will spark uprisings
The Kabul-based head
against the Taliban akin to of the program, Gen. Khan
Ahmadzai,
the Sunni Awakening in Iraq, Mohammad
in which private militias rose said that while there are hicup against al-Qaida.
cups, ALP is making a dif-

ference in some particularly
violent districts. And Gen.
David Petraeus, the U.S. and
NATO forces commander,
told the AP by e-mail that a
system exists to address the
criticisms — "site validation
visits" by government and
local officials.
Each unit is supposed
to consist of 230-300 men
approved by community
elders, the Afghan government and NATO forces, and
overseen by local police. Once
vetted and trained, they are
given guns, uniforms and a
small salary to watch over
their community.
But recruits, in western
Herat province's Shindand
district are precisely those
who are supposed to be kept
out, said the head of the district government.
"These people who have
been recruited up to this point,
they are not good people. 'They
have criminal backgrounds,"
said fill Mohammad Omerzai.
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By Marco Chown Ov«d
The Associated Press

ABIDJAN, ivory Coast — Elite
troops loyal to the sitting president Laurent Cibagbo entered
opposition neighborhoods
in Ivory Coast's biggest city
on Monday, throwing grenades. Tiring machine guns
and attacking the population with rocket launchers,
witnesses said.
The attack happened as
an African Union delegation
arrived in a last-ditch effort
to find a solution to the crisis
that has gripped this nations
since a contested election
nearly three months ago.
At least six people were
killed during the Monday
assault, including a 14-yearold boy who was rushed to a
local clinic in the Treichville
district of Abidjan. Doctors
said he died of blood loss
and a reporter saw his corpse,
his chest and abdomen
crisscrossed by hundreds of
shrapnel wounds.
A few blocks away, dozens of
community members sat vigil
around a second body, this
one of a young man draped
in a bloody sheet who had
half his face torn off by what
witnesses said was fire from a
machine gun mounted on the
back of a police truck.
A reporter was led to the
spot where two more people
had died, and whose bod-
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ies had been taken away. At
least 15 people were wounded
and those that could talk said
they recognized the signature
rod berets of the presidential
guard as well as the elite unit's
insignia on the trucks.
The crackdown happened in neighborhoods that
support opposition leader
Alassane Ouattara, who is the
internationally recognized
president of Ivory Coast lie
is expected to receive the AU
delegation on Tuesday inside
the hotel where he has been
barricaded since the Nov. 2H
election, unable to govern the
country he was elected to lead
because the sitting president
refuses to go.
Laurent Gbagbo. who has
been in power for a decade,
has refused to accept the
results issued by his country's
electoral commission which
are considered legitimate
by the United Nations and
all the international observation missions. The country's constitutional council,
headed by one of Gbagbo's
closest advisers, has overturned those results.
While the sound of explosions echoed through the
town, the pomp and ceremony that accompanied
the arrival of four African
presidents sent to resolve the
political crisis continued as if
nothing was going on.
The AU delegation first

went to the presidency and is
expected on Tuesday to head
to the Golf Motel, a resort
hotel on an arm of Abidjan's
lagOOil where Ouattara and
his staff live under 24-hour
UN. guard. The panel created
by the African Union comes
on the heels of numerous
other mediation efforts and
is the latest attempt to try to
find a graceful exit for Gbagbo,
who has been able to cling to
power because he still controls the army.
The
U.N. estimates
close to 300 people have
been killed since the vote,
a majority of whom were
supporters of Ouattara.
The five president panel
includes the presidents of
Chad, Mauritania, South
Africa and Tanzania. Another
panel member, Burkina Faso's
President Blaise Cotnpaore,
canceled his trip to Abidjan
after a violent youth militia aligned with Gbagbo
descended on theairport late
Sunday, saying they planned
to attack Compaore's convoy if he attempted to enter
the country.
Of the five, Compaore has
been the most vocal supporter of Ouattara. By contrast,
Zuma has suggested that the
results, which have already
been certified by the United
Nations and accepted by governments around the world,
should be reviewed.
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FORUM

"Considering the weather - how bad it was at the start of the day and then again
at the end of the day - it was a nice turnout"
- Gary Swegan, assistant vice president of admissions, on visitors to the University for
Presidents Day [see story, pg. 1],
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PEOPLE ON [HE STREET What would you wear for six months straight?
"The bunny

"Shorts. T-shirt and

"Basketball shorts, a

"Sweatpants

costume from the

flip flops, because

T-shirt and Chuck

because it's com-

Christmas Story."

fc

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

that's what I wish I

Taylors because it's

fortable and it's all

Have your own take on

could wear now."

comfortable."

I wear"

todays People On The

ASHLEY NEMES,
Sophomore.
Psychology

THOMAS RADACHI,
Sophomore.
Telecommunications

SHAINRUHl,
Freshman,
Psychology

Street? Or a suggestion for
BOBBY ALBINO.
Sophomore.
Sports Management

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

NJ program increases awareness of
need for energy conservation
By J.l.n Coley, The Daily
Targum
(Rutgan University)
College News Network

■
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FALCON SCREECH
I know last week's weather was beautiful and warm, at
least compared to the single-digit temps the week before.
But come on people; it wasn't summer. It was MAYBE 50
degiees. Hey. look outside. It's Snowpocalypse No. 2. And
remember what month it is? February. If you were wearing
shorts and flip flops last week, please get checked out at the
closest menial institution. If you were shocked by the snow
and low temperatures today, move out of Bowling Green.
Get used to the long winters and sucky conditions. And
don't be surprised if we get snow in April.
- FRIGID BIOTCH
I don't understand rude people Why, you ask? Mostly
because I don't appreciate having a door slammed in my
face. Literally. I mean, come on If someone is walking
behind you while walking out of a building, have the common courtesy to hold the door for them until they catch up
to get it themselves. Personally. I would rather not have a
door slammed in my face because someone could not wait
10 seconds for me to get there. I urge you all to use common courtesy and hold the door.
-FLAT FACED GIRL
Let's talk about things I don't appreciate. I don't appreciate
when people in the Union talk about how big they're get-

They have thus far educated hundreds of K-12 students in the New Brunswick
community about the enerthe largest contributors to the possible gy issues facing the world
It is absolutely impossible to
today and informed them of
end of the world."
deny that our planet's ecowhat they can do as indisystems are being threatened the United States and China, son to the United States, with viduals and with their famiby the global harvesting of which have enough capital to a meager 529 kg.
lies to help save the planet.
natural resources. There begin switching to an alterThe problem lies with the Reaching out to the younger
have been movies made and native and renewable energy fact that our nation, the generations is one of—if not
countlessstatisticspublished solution, have been taking biggest user of energy in the best — ways of spreadin support of the existence of initiative to find ways to con- the world, gets most of its ing awareness and bringthis energy crisis.
vert our main energy sourc- energy and resources from ing about a change that will
The natural world as we es to renewable ones. The non-renewable
energy persevere after older generaknow it is governed by the main sources that cannot sources which are becom- tions move on.
transformation of energy. be depleted in the foresee- ing scarcer and creating
ESC also has a program to
We use energy to heat and able future are geothermal quantifiable harmful side help save people of the New
cool our homes, to run our energy, solar energy, wave effects on the planet.
Brunswick community up to
vehicles, to light our build- energy and wind energy.
The nation's economy is 30 percent on their energy
ings and to run factories that The problem is we are still reliant upon fossil fuels and bills through free weathercreate products we have the dependent on nonrenewable coal because their use have izations. Weatherizations
luxury of purchasing. The energy sources.
been historically ingrained include tactics like sealing
root of this energy crisis is
This is a global problem. in our society and in the up cracks in windows and
the usage of natural resourc- The United States attempts inventions of today. To rein- helping households be more
es such as coal, petroleum, to be the biggest and best vent and renovate existing energy efficient through
oil and timber to meet our nation in the world, which inventions to be more energy actions as simple as changing
energy demands faster than also makes us the largest efficient has been put on incandescent light bulbs to
these resources can be contributors to the possible the nation's moral agenda, compact fluorescent lamps.
replaced by nature.
end of the world.
but the way to spark a big- NJPIRG is made of volunteers
Also, humans' use of such
That may sound pretty ger initiative is to get the and interns who believe proresources increases the drastic. But given the fact nation's people involved. moting energy efficiency
greenhouse effect on the that, according to the World More people need to voice is worth the stigma they
Earth, heating the atmo- Bank's World Development their opinions about being received from the University
sphere and disrupting eco- Indicators in 2007, the United more energy efficient to community because of the
systems that have been States used seven times more influence lawmakers and fall referendum.
around for years before energy — measured in oil our federal government.
This is our one and only
our existence. Obviously, if equivalent per capita — in
What the New Jersey Public planet and we share it with
this situation continues on 2007 (7,759kg) than China Interest Research Group's many more species. We are
a steady pace — even with- (1,484kg), the most popu- (NJPIRG) Energy Service not separate from our enviout an increase in resource lated nation in the world, Corps (ESC) is trying to ronment. Instead, we are a
use because of the demand it becomes a little less accomplish can help do just part of it as much as other
of an ever-increasing world hard to believe.
that. By spreading aware- organisms, so it is up to
population — the Earth's
Even India, the second ness to students and the sur- all of us to use energy and
resources will be on track to most populated location in rounding New Brunswick resources in moderation and
an inevitable total depletion. the world, has energy use community, they are helping to share the planet the way
Many countries, such as data that pales in compari- to create that spark.
nature intended.

"The United States attempts to be the
biggest and best [...] which also makes us

ting, or how they wish they could lose weight, and then they
go and get some of the least healthy foods in the Falcon's
Nest. Are you kidding me? You are never going to lose
weight when you are filling your body with processed sugars and carbohydrates. If you weren't already aware, losing
weight is mostly what you put in your body, exercise serves
as a catalyst. If you want to lose weight, stop complaining
and do something about it.

YOU SAID IT

The word on the social networking street
It's Presidents Day. How do you feel about the
University having classes today? And how about all
those visitors?

-GET A CLUE
Oh, weather, you are a tricky gal. One day you are lovely,

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

Your tears crash to the ground as piercing ice. Your wind

■ Kaitlin Hipp:

attempts to caress me. but I want nothing to do with you!

"It sucks!! And thank
goodness no one
has asked me where
the Union is. E3owling
Green feels like one
giant fishbowl and all
the visitors are saying,
'Ooh, look at the students!' Kinda sucks for
us University fish."
■ McKenna Leckrone:
"It's awesome."

■ @>OfficiaUern
(Jonathan Keilholz):
"I shouldn't complain,
when I was a visitor
just a year ago, but
dang, these people
are STRANGE. They
stare like we are zoo
animals!"

beautiful and many other nice adjectives, and then the next
day. like an insane girlfriend, you turn on me and freak out.

Your snow tries to kiss my skin and I brush it off of me. I've
had enough of your deceitful ways. Come back when you're
ready to warm up to me.
- COLD-HEARTED

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.com.

CALLING ALL
CARTOONISTS
" '-'MNISTS
Need a place to voice your opinions?
The Forum section is looking For more
people like you to write columns and
illustrate for us.
Contact, us at thebgnews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-572-6966

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles arid columns
since 2000.
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Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio
skdeshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to
the Editor or Guest Columns
may be published online. Name,
year and phone number should
be included for verification purposes. Personal attacks, unverified information or anonymous
submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bo.news.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter lo the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
eoitor may change the headlines lo
submitted columns and letters at his
orfiercfccretnn.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Protests at a glance
A summary of Monday's developments in the Arab world, as instability and anti-government
protests inspired by uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia spread in the region.
LIBYA:

TUNISIA:

BAHRAIN:

MOROCCO:

YEMEN:

Libyan government officials at home
and abroad resign, as air force pilots
defect and Moammar Gadhafi's grip on
the country loosens Monday

The country has named its third interim foreign minister in a month following
the ouster of longtime President Zine
El Abidine Ben Ali Mouldi Kefi. a career
diplomat, has taken the post, according
to Tunisia's official news agency. TAP

A prominent opposition figure accused
by Bahrain of plotting against the state
plans to return from London, and the
move could bolster protesters and force
authorities into difficult choices.

Five charred bodies are found in a
bank set aflame by troublemakers on
the sidelines of one of many nationwide protests pushing for more democracy in the kingdom.

Yemen's embattled leader rejects
demands that he step down, calling
demonstrations against his regime unacceptable acts of provocation and offers to
begin a dialogue with protesters

Hassan Meshaima. head of a group
known as Haq. is set to arrive late Tuesday
as the embattled monarchy tries to
engage demonstrators in talks aimed at
easing the week-long series of clashes
and marches that have deeply divided the
strategic Gulf nation

Morocco's interior minister. Taeib
Cherqaoui. says at least 128 people were
injured - mostly security forces - in
unrest linked to protests a day earlier that
drew at least 37.000 demonstrators in
dozens of towns and cities.

But protests seeking President Ali
Abdullah Saleh's ouster do not let up.
as tens of thousands rally in four cities.
including the capital of Sanaa

Protesters seeking his resignation
call for another night of defiance
against the Arab world's longest-serving
leader despite a crackdown. The capital
of Tripoli was largely shut down with
schools, government offices and most
stores closed.
By Monday, protesters had claimed
control of the city of Benghazi, overrunning its main security headquarters.
Gadhafi's security forces have
unleashed the bloodiest crackdown of
any Arab country against the regions
wave of protests. At least 235 people
have been killed so far. according to
Human Rights Watch

Tunisia's government has asked Saudi
Arabia whether its exiled former president is dead, and demanded his extradition if he is still alive, as thousands of
people protested in the capital demanding that the caretaker government resigns.
The 74-year-old Ben Ali fled to
Saudi Arabia on Jan. 14. following 23
years of rule.

In the early hours Monday. Gadhafi's
son. Seif al-lslam. went on state TV
with a sometimes confused speech of
nearly 40 minutes, vowing to fight and
warning that if protests continue, a
civil war will erupt in which Libya's oil
wealth "will be burned."
These are the first major protests
to hit an OPEC country - and major
supplier to Europe - and they have
sent oil prices jumping The industry is
now eyeing reserves touched only after
Hurricane Katrina in 200S and the first
Gulf War in 1991

Meshaima. considered by Bahrain's
officials as a potential enemy of the state.
along with another London-based opposition leader are being tned in absentia
among a total of 25 Shiite activists
accused of plotting to overthrow Bahrain's
Sunni rulers.

At least 11 people have been killed
since anti-government protests erupted
earlier this month, including a youth
shot dead Monday

Tensions are still high after riot police
open fire on protesters trying to reclaim
landmark Pearl Square last week. At least
eight people nave been killed and hundreds injured in the clashes.

In an attempt to defuse anger over the
violence. Saleh said that he has ordered
troops not to fire at anti-government
protesters, except in self defense.

Bahrain holds particular importance to
Washington as the host of the U.S. Navy's
5th Fleet, which is the main U.S. military
counterweight to Iranian efforts to
expand its military influence into the Gulf

US hopes project
project'will cause uprisinqs aqainst Taliban reqime

6 killed as army opens fire
on citizens in Ivory Coast
At least 15 wounded by presidential guard members, elite troops
By Marco Chown Oved

But the ALP initiative has
The Associated Press
sUrredvvorriesitwilllegitirnize
existing private militias, or
KABUL, Afghanistan — The create new ones. Warlord-led
village-level fighting forces militias ravaged Afghanistan
the U.S. is fostering in hopes in the 1990s, opening the way
of countering the Taliban for the Taliban takeover.
insurgency — the concept
President I la mit! Karzai
that turned the tide of the only agreed to support the
Iraq war—are having a rocky program after thwarting sevstart, with complaints that eral earlier U.S.-backed plans
recruits are not consistently that he said threatened his
vetted for ties to criminals government's authority. The
and warlords.
ALP is supposed to be more
The Associated Press talked accountable, and NATO offito elders, police officials and cials said Karzai is considercommunity leaders from 12 ing more than doubling the
of the first 25 districts in the recruitment target to 20,400
Afghan Local Police program to accommodate all the disand found reactions ranging tricts approved for the force.
from glowing praise to con- About 2,000 Afghans are
demnation and fear, suggest- already enrolled.
ing that promised safeguards
But there is harsh critiaren't always applied.
cism from some of the vanThe U.S. hopes the nascent guard districts.
project will spark uprisings
The Kabul-based head
against the Taliban akin to of the program, Gen. Khan
the Sunni Awakening in Iraq, Mohammad
Ahmadzai,
in which private militias rose said that while there are hiccups, ALP is making a difup against al-Qaida.

Management Inc.
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Saleh's promises not to run for re-election in 2013 or to set up his son as an heir
have failed to quell the anger.

It's possible that Meshaima - even
if taken into custody - could rally more
hard-line elements among the protesters
as they struggle to find a common voice.

Warlord footprints in
new police force
ByH.idiVogt

The demonstrations marked Morocco's
entree into the Arab world's wave of
protests. Their main target was the parliament, though they will likely put pressure
on King Mohammed VI. who is seen as a
reformer, but still holds absolute authority.

The opposition rebuffs Saleh's offer
of dialogue and an influential group of
Muslim clerics calls for a national unity
government that would lead the country.
the poorest Arab nation, to elections.
Saleh has been in power for 32 years and
is a key US ally.

The Associated Press
ference in some particularly
violent districts. And Gen.
David Petraeus, the U.S. and
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast — Elite
NATO forces commander,
troops loyal to the sitting prestold the AP by e-mail that a
ident Laurent Gbagbo entered
system exists to address the
opposition neighborhoods
criticisms — "site validation
in Ivory Coast's biggest city
visits" by government and
on Monday, throwing grelocal officials.
nades, firing machine guns
Each unit is supposed
and attacking the populato consist of 250-300 men
tion with rocket launchers,
approved by community
witnesses said.
elders, the Afghan governThe attack happened as
ment and NATO forces, and
an African Union delegation
overseen by local police. Once
arrived in a last-ditch effort
to find a solution to the crisis
vetted and trained, they are
given guns, uniforms and a
that has gripped this nations
small salary to watch over
since a contested election
their community.
nearly three months ago.
But recruits in western
At least six people were
Herat province's Shindand
killed during the Monday
district are precisely those ! assault, including a 14-yearwho are supposed to be kept | old boy who was rushed to a
out, said the head of the dis- [ local clinic in the Treichville
trict government.
district of Abidjan. Doctors
"These people who have
said he died of blood loss
been recruited up to this point,
and a reporter saw his corpse,
they are not good people. They
his chest and abdomen
have criminal backgrounds,"
crisscrossed by hundreds of
said Lai Mohammad Omerzai.
shrapnel wounds.
A few blocks away, dozens of
community members sat vigil
around a second body, this
one of a young man draped
in a bloody sheet who had
half his face torn off by what
witnesses said was fire from a
Willow House Apts. 830 4th St BG
machine gun mounted on the
Ibdrs/tbatrVdishwasher/
back of a police truck.
disposal/AC/
A reporter was led to the
tree off street parking
spot where two more people
had died, and whose bod-

111/113 Rndtay Pwe Apts-Portige ONo
2/3 bdrms REMODELED.
Garage space/loft style bldg
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ies had been taken away. At
least 15 people were wounded
and those that could talk said
they recognized the signature
red berets of the presidential
guard as well as the elite unit's
insignia on the trucks.
The
crackdown happened in neighborhoods that
support opposition leader
Alassane Ouattara, who is the
internationally recognized
president of Ivory Coast. He
is expected to receive the AJU
delegation on Tuesday inside
the hotel where he has been
barricaded since the Nov. 28
election, unable to govern the
country he was elected to lead
because the sitting president
refuses to go.
Laurent Gbagbo, who has
been in power for a decade,
has refused to accept the
results issued by his country's
electoral commission which
are considered legitimate
by the United Nations and
all the international observation missions. The country's constitutional council,
headed by one of Gbagbo's
closest advisers, has overturned those results.
While the sound of explosions echoed through the
town, the pomp and ceremony that accompanied
the arrival of four African
presidents sent to resolve the
political crisis continued as if
nothing was going on,
The AU delegation first

went to the presidency and is
expected on Tuesday to head
to the Golf Hotel, a resort
hotel on an arm of Abidjan's
lagoon where Ouattara and
his staff live under 24-hour
U.N. guard. The panel created
by the African Union comes
on the heels of numerous
other mediation efforts and
is the latest attempt to try to
find a graceful exit for Gbagbo,
who has been able to cling to
power because he still controls the army.
The U.N. estimates
close to 300 people have
been killed since the vote,
a majority of whom were
supporters of Ouattara.
The five president panel
includes the presidents of
Chad, Mauritania, South
Africa and Tanzania. Another
panel member, Burkina Faso's
President Blaise Compaore,
canceled his trip to Abidjan
after a violent youth militia aligned with Gbagbo
descended on the airport late
Sunday, saying they planned
to attack Compaore's convoy if he attempted to enter
the country.
Of the five, Compaore has
been the most vocal supporter of Ouattara. By contrast,
/iiin.i has suggested that the
results, which have already
been certified by the United
Nations and accepted by governments around the world,
should be reviewed.
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Battle of Bowling Green

BG travels to
Akron for final
road game of
regular season
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

BG women's basketball coach
Curt Miller is still hoping he can
get all of his players going on the
same night.
Against Ball State earlier this
month, it was Lauren Prochaska
and Jen Uhl providing the one-two
scoring punch for the Falcons.
Against Eastern Michigan, it was
Prochaska again with a seasonhigh 37 points.
Against Ohio last week,
Chrissy Steffen had her best
scoring game as a Falcon with a
career-best 22 points.
And against Miami on
Saturday, it was Tracy Pontius
who separated herself with a
season-best 29 points.
"It seems like different people
are stepping up right now for us,"
Miller said.
But Miller is looking for a collective scoring effort from a
multiple of players, much like
in BG's game against Northern
Illinois on Feb. 1, when four players finished with double-digit
scoring efforts (Uhl-18, Maggie
Ilcnnegan-16, Steffen-12 and
Prochaska-10).
With three games left in the regular-season and the Mid-American
Conference Tournament looming
See PREVIEW | Page 7
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PATIENCE AT THE PLATE: Senior Clay Duncan waits (or a pilch last spnng In three games al Weslem Kentucky. Duncan hit 400. gong 4-lor-IO at the plate.

Falcon baseball team outscored 32-11 as
Western Kentucky sweeps three-game series
By Michala Wyiocki
Reporter

The battle of Bowling Green was
settled Sunday when the Western
Kentucky I Whoppers swept the
Falcons on opening weekend.
"Obviously, the record wasn't
what we wanted, but we definitely
saw some positives and negatives
offensivelyand defensively.'' said BG
coach Danny Schmitz.
Schmitz said the teams pitching must improve. Collectively, the
Falcons had 12-to-14 players on the

mound during the series, accord- man lake Thomas on a pinch hit.
Thomas singled to left field to bring
ing to Schmitz.
In game one. the Falcons walked in base-runner Taylor Khoades from
It) and were held to five hits, with third base. Khoades reached on a
starting pitcher Charles Wooten fielder's choice earlier in the inning.
putting in three full innings and
All the freshmen made it out on
four batters in the fourth. Wooten the field in the series.
was responsible for the I Iilltoppers'
"All but two position players got
first six runs. WKU finished on top their first collegiate hit during this
with a 12-1 win over the Falcons.
series," Schmitz said.
"We didn't even give our defense a
The beginning of the Falcons'
chance," Schmitz said, "We cut that lineup produced.
down in game two; we never want
Leadoff man Andrew Kuns and
to give away free passes."
captain Ion Berti finished the game
BG's single run came from fresh- l-for-3. Berti's single in the fourth

continued his hitting streak to 11
games that carried over from the
2010 season. The rest of the base
hits were all from pinch hitters,
including Thomas, who entered
late in the game.
In game two of the series, BG went
11n i li ii i iin with the 1 Iilltoppers.
The Falcons went into the ninth
inning trailing 7-5, but Berti started the inning off with an infield
single to the left side of the field.
See$WiEP|Page7

BG tennis
splits matches
in Colorado

Duke makes return to No.1 raking in po
By Jim O'Connall

BG NEWS FILE PHOIO

SWING: Maddy Eccleslon concentrates as
she squares up for a volley last season

season, received 35 first-place fell two spots to fifth.
which dropped out despite winvotes from the 65-member
San Diego State, BYU, which ning two games last week.
national media panel.
had two first-place votes, Purdue,
Steve Lavin left the broadcast
Duke is back on top of The
Five other teams received first- Notre Dame and Arizona round- booth in April to take over the
Associated Press' college basket- place votes this week, another indi- ed out the top 10.
St. John's progtam and he inherball poll for the first time in just cation of the parity this season.
Ohio State followed Duke to ited a team with 10 seniors, all
over a month. St. John's is back
The only change near the bot- No. 1 holding the top spot for of whom had never been in the
in the Top 25 for the first time in tom of the rankings was that St. four weeks before Kansas took NCAA tournament or the Top 25.
over a decade.
John's (17-9), which beat a top 10 over for one week.
After the Pittsburgh win, Justin
The Blue Devils (25-2) jumped team for the fourth time this seaBesides St. John's win over Burrell, one of the seniors, was
from fifth to No. 1 on Monday son with a win over Pittsburgh Pittsburgh, Kansas lost to Kansas confident the Red Storm would
after a week that saw the top on Saturday, moved in at No. 23. State, Ohio State lost to Purdue move into the poll.
four teams in the poll all lose. The Red Storm were last ranked and Texas lost to Nebraska in the
"I can't wait," he said. "It's
The move to the top is the big- in November 2000.
week it wasn't safe to be at the been a long four years without
gest since Kansas went from
Ohio State stayed No. 2 with 10 top of the rankings.
that number. We deserve to see
sixth to No. 1 in November 2003, first-place votes, while Kansas
In November 2003, No. 1 that number."
the last lime the top four all lost dropped from No. 1 to third with Connecticut, No. 2 Duke, No.
Lavin was happy for his vetin the same week.
five first-place votes.
3 Michigan State and No. 4 eran team.
Duke, which was No. 1 in
Pittsburgh, No. 1 on 12 bal- Arizona all lost, setting the stage
See POU | Page 7
the preseason poll and for the lots, stayed fourth and Texas, for Kansas' big jump.
first eight weeks of the regular which got one first-place vote,
St. John's replaced Utah State.

BG News Sports Staff
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PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

What began with a 5-2 defeat
ended with a 5-2 win for the
Falcon tennis team this weekend in Colorado Springs, Colo.
BG lost its opening match
Friday against Air Force, but salvaged the weekend by defeating
Colorado State.
Against the Air Force
Academy, the Falcons dropped
their doubles point and then
proceeded to drop four of their
six singles matches.
Senior Christine Chiricosta
and sophomore Maddy Eccleston
picked up BG only two wins, winSee SPLIT | Page 7
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Hammond. Pontius earn award

Falcons return to MAC play
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SWEEP
From Page 6
Malt Pilzulo then doubled
to right-center field, allowing Berti to score from first
base. Pitzulo advanced on a
sacrifice play and was batted in by Alex Davison with
a two-out single through the
left side of the infield.
BG, however, couldn't
clinch (he win — allowing a
run after a leadoff double and
two intentional walks — ending the game 8-7.
Berti racked up three hits,
scoring twice and stealing a
base. Captain Clay Duncan
also had a productive day at
the plate, going 2-for-4, while
Patrick Martin was 2-for-3
with two RBIs.
"Western Kentucky has a
good ball club, a veteran ball
club," Schmitz said. "But we
need to give our guys some

credit too, this was our first
time outside."
The tone of game three
was set early when WKU
scored six earned runs in
just over an inning.
Michael Frank earned the
start for BG, allowing seven
base hits and striking out
just one of the 12 batters
he faced. The Hilltoppcrs
swept the Falcons with a
12-3 victory.
BG did all of its scoring early
in the game, scoring two runs
in the top of the second.
Going into the bottom of
the inning leading 4-3, WKU
scored three runs to make it 73, and then went on to score a
run in the next three innings
and two more in the sixth.
"We need to control the
running game," Schmitz
said. "The first series gives us
a chance to see what we need
to improve on."
Six pitchers took the

Tuesday. February 12.2011 7

"We need to concentrate more on
situations and improving every game.
I felt the team played hard and with
enthusiasm. We need to get outside to
keep improving."

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU
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Danny Schmitz | BG baseball coach

mound Sunday, including
freshman Kevin Delapaz and
Martin, who threw scoreless
seventh and eighth innings,
respectively.
Delapaz's first attempt on
the mound resulted in pitching out of a bases loaded
jam. Martin struck out two
of the six batters he faced,
walking one and allowing
two hits, but the Hilltoppers
left them stranded.
Overall the Falcons had
three errors in the series.
"We only had three physi-

cal errors in the series,
that's pretty good," Schmitz
said. "We need to concentrate more on situations
and improving every game.
1 felt the team played hard
and with enthusiasm. We
need to get outside to keep
improving."
The Falcons will head to
Murray. Ky. to face Murray
State University Friday for a
three-game series. Murray
State also went winless in its
three-game series against
UNC-Ashvillc.

SPLIT
From Page 6
ning each of their singles
flights while also pairing
up to knock off Melissa
Cecil and Tahlia Smoke in
doubles, 8-5.
Chiricosta picked up
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Miller is hoping to see more of
his players get into the mix.
And with a 7 p.m. game at
Akron tonight. Miller might
get his wish.
BG's first meeting with the
Zips at Anderson Arena resulted in four players reaching
double digits in the scoring
column as the Falcons cruised
to a 90-72 win.
BCi doesn't lose to Akron
often, boasting a 45-2 advantage in the all-time series,
including a 19-2 record at
Rhodes Arena.
The Falcons have won the
last 16 meetings against the
Zips as Miller is 16-0 in his
career against Akron.
The Zips, however, are coming together as a team.
After starting MAC play 2-7
and sitting at the bottom of
the standings, Akron has won
four consecutive games (three
on the road) and is tied with
Buffalo for third place in the
Fast Division.
The Zips are 6-6 at home
and are led by sophomore
Rachel Tecca, who leads the
team in scoring and rebounding with 16.5 points and 9.1
rebounds per game. She is
shooting 50.4 percent from
the field.
Senior Kara Murphy and
sophomore Taylor Ruper are
scoring 10.1 and 10 points per
game, respectively.
Murphy. Akron's alltime leading scorer, is
averaging 4.5 rebounds
per game, while Ruper
has connected on a teamleading 65 3-pointers.
Individually for the
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CANT CATCH ME: Lauren Prochaska pushes the ball up court against Ohio last week

Falcons, Prochaska leads of-9 shooting, but when she
the team with 18.4 points doesn't have a great game
per game and is second in offensively her defense is
the MAC in scoring behind what takes its place.
Buffalo's Kourtney Brown
"When she doesn't score,
(21.5 ppg).
you're frustrated as a coach,
Prochaska struggled from but at the same time you
the field in BG's win at Miami, can't take her out because
scoring seven points on 1- she's such a good defensive

player," Miller said. "She's
still going to get other people
involved. There's so many
parts of her game that are
unwritten and under-appreciated, so even when she
doesn't score she brings so
much to the table that still
allows you to be successful."

where she left off the day won their doubles flight for
before hydefeatingColorado the second time in as many
State's Caitlin Fluegge in sin- days — giving Chiricosta
gles, 7-5,6-7,7-5.
80 career doubles wins
The singles win was the — four shy of tying that
81st of Chiricosta's career, school mark.
tying the school record
Also finding success in
set by Stefanie Menoff doubles against Colorado
(2006-09).
State was the sophomore
Chiricosta and Eccleston team of Mary Hill and Katie

Grubb, who won 9-7.
Hill, along with freshmen
Nikki Chiricosta and Hmily
Reuland. each won their singles matches.
The Falcons are 7-3 this
season and will resume
play on the road this weekend when they travel to
Detroit on Sunday.

"l think it's a benchmark of achievement
for the senior class and
naturally it will be helpful in recruiting with the
national exposure," the
former UCLA coach said.
"It is empirical evidence
that their hard work is
paying off."
Lavin said you try not
to have "emotional peaks
and valleys and you are
always concerned and
mindful of complacency.
But with this group, with
an outstanding work
ethic, focus and resolve
to finish (heir careers on
a high note."
The Red Storm's strength
of schedule is another sign
of what this team has been
able to achieve with five
wins over ranked teams,
four in the Big East and
another over Duke.
"1 think it's an interesting thing that they forged
through such a challenging schedule," Lavin said.
"We played eight consecutive games against ranked

A

Steve Lavin | Si. Johns coach

teams, made three trips
to the West Coast. It takes
pressure, heat and time
to make a diamond. It
shows how together this
group is."
Georgetown was 11th
followed by Wisconsin,
Florida.
Connecticut,
Villanova,
Louisville,
Syracuse,
Vanderbill,
North
Carolina
and
Missouri.
The last five ranked
teams were Texas A&M,
Kentucky, St. John's, Temple
and Xavier.
St. lohn's gives the Big
Fast eight ranked teams,
four more than Big 12
and five more than the
Big Ten and Southeastern
Conference.
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* Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 ■
* Apartments Available ■•■
• Semester Leases •

"EXTRA, EXTRA"

«Minutes from BGSU •
• Pet friendly commtinity i
* Heat included i

First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrm apt for a one
bdrm price!

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

Speedy
Burnto

"I think its an
interesting thing
that they forged
through such
a challenging
schedule."

Located at;

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

1ST

READAUMOOTIT!

(Only valid if signed before 2/28/n)

4I9352-6335

FREE
DELIUERV

SpeeduBurrilosicom
A

J SAVE MONEY • EAT HEALTHY

MECCA

1045 N. Main St. 7B
Bowling Green ,OH

Management Inc.

419-353-5880

FOR
RENT!
Studios, 1,2 & 3 bedrooms
With Some Properties Featuring:
• On BGSU Bus Shuttle
• Close to Downtown
• Close to Campus
• Allow a smail pet (extra $)

ENTER TO WIN A

$100

book scholarship
redeemable at
any local bookstore with any
purchase at Speedy Burrttol
visit u* «t facebooWspeedyburrttos

unumiTED
tlTTERIES!

Stop in for a listing, Call to set up a meeting

5% OFF for all but studios

www.moccabg.com

Classifieds

8 Tuesday, Fetxuary 22.2011

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix DP I (\N £ |fCV

Check us out online at:

brought to you by

DU LUUlV U Ilk I

1 Spaces
2 Annoy
3 TV Batman West
4 "I did not!" is one
5 _ nerve
6 voting group
7 Palooka
8 Tolkien's Treebeard, for one
9 Texas Roadhouse fare
10 Grassy fields
11 Sixth sense, briefly
12 Pub pick
I
32 Ire
13 Dorm supervisors:
O H:
C~
Abbr.
34 Occurrence
35 Start of a guard dog
18 "And soon and so
H fMM'
LH** 49 1
command
forth," for short
39 Approached
w
19 "True Blood" airer
23 Party disguise
42 Deceived
b)
M
46 Slow mollusks
LH''
1^1 24 Indian and Arctic
H
25 Lacking strength
49 Farm
H
in ■
26 Dreaded
51 Nonprofit's URL ending
27 Bug-hitting-windshield
i
52 The Gold Coast, smct
sound
i
n
1957
28 0wie
54 "Let's roll!"
29 Spectrum color
between blue and
55
moss
violet
56 'This _ silly!"
57 "Monday Night
30 Tram stations
Football" channel
1 One with a degree
clues
58 Chinese food additive
40 Support garment
5 Double reed instrument
59 Wall St. debut
9 Bit ot campaign nastmess
41 Slightly
43 Jump (on) suddenly
14 Assistant
15 Course ot action
44 Tennis call
16 Croatian-born physicist Nikola
45 Keg party attire
17 *1968 sci-fi classic remade in
47 Band-Aid and Barbie, e.g.:
ANSWERS
2001
Abbr
20 Jewish
48 Like much wine and cheese
21 Rotten
50 "Reason for rhinoplasty
N 0 1 3
N
1
i
s N M u
22 Conference including Duke and
52 Rover's warning
1
d s V 0
1 0 d s
N 0 H
1
UNC
53 Corn unit
s s 3 N a V n I H O 1 H a 1 n
23 "Chili competitions
54 Inexpensive brand
a
1 d V 3 H 3
u V 1
28 Liver secretion
58 "1980 Disney comedy about
a (1 O | 3 S o H
0 o H
30 "What's up, _?'
an all-night puzzle-solving
s V
0 I
a i ■-> V V rt 1
31 Clean the floor
race
i 3 a
3 u n 0 d
1
i G V
ii
32 Was victorious
63 Overindulge, as kids
V II
i I;I 1 V i d v a F O H
64 Wrinkle remover
33 Dissertations
i V 3 s
s 3 s 3 M
0
<: rW
o u
36 It can be airtight or waterproot
65 Fight for air
d 3 3 M s
3 1
i
s 1 1 0 1 O O 0
D J V
37 Fishing pole
66 Wedding dresses
i
0 V H
□D 1 1 n 3 S
38 Rank that goes with the lirst
67 Fey of "30 Rock'
s 3 d V 3 M 1 1 O J. 3 N V 3 d
parts of the answers to starred
68 School attended by many
d
3
N V
u 1 V
V 1 s 1
1
princes and prime ministers
B

www.bqviews.com IF"3!!\"SE""
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For Rent

For Rent

• Lry 3 A 4 BR apts. $650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

4 BR house, large LR, 2 decks,
$1100/mo + utils Avail June,
call 419-654-5716

1 & 2BR apt, Free Heat & Water!
$99 deposit special!
Pel Friendly! 419-353-7715
www.varsltysquareapts.com

426 E. Wooster. 3 bedroom.
S950/mo. utils inc. avail 8/2011.
Call 419-352-5882

News
Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BC \w will riot knowingly accept
tdwnlMiMBii ihiit dhcrtnflmWi <«
rncouragc (HM liiiiliuikin ugaiiiM any
individual or K'm'|> on the basi* of rate,
sex color, erml. nHqpun, national origin, sexual orientation, di«.il>iln>. status
as a vrietan. ot on tin- basis ol any otlii'r
legalk piMKMd ItttH
TlwBONeiwiWTveiilw right to dcdlDft
distoniinue or icviscam .idieriisfiiifin
such us those lound to be tkftmrHnr|
lacking in factual bufc> miilwdJng or
lalsp in nituri' All iiKriiiM'incnt* an*
suh|iii tii (lining and apprmal.

Campus Events
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March 2. 11 am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

426 E Wooster, 3 bedroom,
S950/mo. utils inc. avail 8/2011.
Call 419-352-5882.

1 BR apt, 854 8th SI. $400/mo +
elec w/ $400 security dep
No pets Call 419-392-3354

5BR. 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1100/mo.
Avail for 11 -12 sy - year lease.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

1 room eflic. shared bath.
co-ed only. turn, avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail Aug 15. 2011.
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.

Brick home. 2BR. nice, near
campus, S750/mo. avail 7/2011
Call 352-5882.

1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239

Cozy & quiel 1 BR w/ fireplace.
Avail June, $425/mo + elec.
Call 419-654-5716

1,2 S 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only

Help Wanted

S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11 -3. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

!BARTENDING! up to S300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

11-12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus. 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals.com
Also 1 & 2 BR apts. avail. 1/1/11.

Awesome summer job in Maine!
H you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further
Camp Mataponl a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
wateiskiing. life guarding. WSI.
boat drivers). Ropes Course,
Tennis. H.B Riding. Arts & Crafts
Theater. Dance. Gymnastics.
Video. Photography. Nurses
Maintenance. Cooking and more
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided Call us today at
561-748-3684 or apply online al:
www campmataponi com
Bridges to Transition Job Coach
Provide job coaching, using a
multi-faceted approach with emphasis on systematic instruction.
70 hours biweekly $12 80 per hr
Must have high school diploma or
GED. Experience working with
individuals who have developmental disabilities preferred.
Application deadline
is 2/28/11 at 12 00 noon
Application may be obtained at
CES. 705 W Newton Rd BG
419-352-5059. EEO
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure &
water sports Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply:
campcedar cgm
Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers. Flex hrs. only 15
mm. from BG. Apply in person at
465 W. Dussel Or. Maumee. OH.
(419)893-2290
AVAIL NOW / 300 E. Merry St
1 & 2 BR apt free internet.
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals.
all next to campus 353-0325
Room for rent. S College
$300/mo. newly remodeled1
Call 419-708-9981.

Cozy 2 S 3 BR'S houses,
near downtown. S700-800/mo.
Call 419-356-5437
Ellic, 1 S 2 BR apts. May or Aug
For more into call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson(M>woh.rr com
Large 1BR, near campus,
Avail Fall 2011, $475/mo.
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882
May -12 month leases
424 S. Summit -sludio - $275/mo.
230 N. Enterprise -1 br ■ S385/mo.
322 E. Court - Ibr - $455/mo.
453 S. Prospect - 1br $330/mo.
266 Manville - 2br $610/mo.
420 S. College 3br - S690/mo.
837 3rd SI - 3br - S855/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

130 Washington - 1BR & 2BRs ,
$425-$650/mo ♦ all utils
Walking distance to campus &
downtown, laundry on site.
Call 419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
130-134 Liberty SI- 1 S 2BR,
S425-$600/mo +gas/elec. D/W
Newly updated, great location.
available in June & Aug.
www bghighlanomgmt.com
Call 419-354-6036

NEW REDUCED RENT!
HOUSES, HOUSES. HOUSES'
4BR houses w/ A/C. W/D.
239 Manville - $850/mo,
249 Manville - S975/mo.
3BR houses:
227 S College - $900/mo.
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman
www.lroboserentals.com

2BR-404 1/2S College
$675/mo + utilities. A/C, W/D incl
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850
? BR apl hall block from BGSU.
S600/mo. elec & gas incl, unfurn
Avail 5/5/11-5/10/12.
Call 419-601-3108.
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Proud Sponsors of
BGSU Women* Basketball

SERVICE AND REPAIR

«4? 353-7772
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Professsional & Reasonable
Unlocks
jm
Cars
Rekeys
wm
Homes
Cut Keys
■■
Apis
Installation
™
Businesses

906 Napoleon Rd.. Bowling Green. Ohio

BOW 1. INC

•>

Experienced • Bonded • Insured

STATE

UNIVE

May houses - close to campus:
145«248Troup-3BR,
201 8 1/2 S. College - 5 BR,
128 & 1/2 S Summit-6 BR,
Call 419-308-0736 lor lull listings.

2. 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton 4th & 5th St
Avail May & August 2011.
Pets welcome. Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-44 56
www.rutterdudley.com

2011-12
School Year
Listings Available
Relax, Secure your Rental
before Spring Break!

3 BR house. 404 S College.
S625 ino plus Utll.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850
3 BR house.unfurn.139 S College
S990/mo, inclds gas, dep. req.
Avail 5/15/11, year lease.
Call 419-601-3108.
3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled.
$725/mo -futil. call 419-708-9981.

303 E. Merry - 5/6 BDRM
(Up 10 S people)
315 E. Merry (Up 1 Down) 3 & 4 BDRM {Up to 5 peoplcl

3BR apt. S College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.

307 I 311 E. Reed- 3 BDRM
13 6 people)

& MORE!
SEMESTER LEASES AVAIIABIE1

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239

Houses, Apartments,

Shamrock Studio Apts lor lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all utll. cable, WiFi.
cats allowed Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG com

& Efficiencies
Al next lo CampusBlocks from Downtown • Free inlemef -

Registration
Start Date*

419.353.0325

Mar 14
Mar 14

• Newer construction
• Two story duplexes
• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry
• No more then 3 tenants
• 9.5 & 12 month leases

• $875(12/mo)

jfistf£k

stuoen i center
enroll
add

15
17
21
23
25

Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

You can access eveiythino. that
you need, including tutorials,
via the "Student Center" at the
MyBGSU portal.

• Ceramic tile

CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

1. select
2. select
3. select

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate
Students
Seniors
Juniors

• 842/846/723 7,h street

> Itafliitratlon Hotlin*

(419)353-5800

BGSU

01 lue of KeyiMratinn and Records
no Aitmiiiistr.itmil Dmlding

from 8tm to 5pm Monday - FrWf

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

525 E. Merry
224 Crim
218 N. Enterprise

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

•Two bedroom houses/apartments
• Close to campus

